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KAM K'S ON A
MISSION
BY PRIYA BRANTLEY

We sat down with the mother of Kam K, the

thirteen-year-old “kid-preneur” on a mission.

She was able to give us the latest scoop on

her daughter’s venture that has proven to be

a successful one. Kam K started doing sweet

treats like cake pops, chocolate covered

pretzels, and candied apples. However, she

soon got involved with sno cones and soft-

serve ice cream. They are making their mark

in the Baltimore area with her concession

trailer over the summer. She has soon proved

that she is a force to reckoned with. Not only

does she have her own team of employees at

the impressive age of thirteen, but she also

has plans to get her own food truck in March

of 2020.

Kam K has seen a lot of support in her

community. She currently does a variety of

large statewide events such as AFRAM. She

also has landed corporate contracts as a

featured entrepreneur at business events in

Maryland. The public’s favorite combination

from her concession trailer is her customer

galaxy snoball and creamy vanilla soft serve.

However, not only does Kam K produce

delicious treats, but she also produces hope

in the community by helping to employ

proverty stricken teens.

What’s in store for her in 2020? The possibility

of rolled ice cream and the addition of a new

Taylor soft serve machine is in the books. She

is looking to add more ice cream flavors and

concepts to her venue, showing her true flair

for creativity. If you are in the Baltimore area,

check out her venue and support the kid-

preneur that has made it a mission to support

her community. To start booking Kam for an

event in 2020 send her team an email at

sweekamk@gmail.com!

 

Are you interested in opening your own frozen dessert

venue? Here at Slice’s Concession, we have a wide

assortment of frozen dessert machinery that can further

enhance the experience of your venue. Whether it be a

low volume countertop model to add a few additional

menu items, or a full standing model to carry you

through your grand opening and beyond. We are the

number one distributor in the nation of used ice cream

and frozen drink machines. We feature popular brands

such as Taylor, Stoelting, and Carpigiani. We have

machines with both single and three-phase capability,

as well as air or water-cooled. Our experts will help

guide you in picking the best machine for your venue.

With an east coast and west coast office, as well as

stellar reviews on both Facebook and Google, you will

see why we are trusted as the best. Visit our website, or

if you are in the area, set up an appointment to stop by!


